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Presented by the Federal Election Commission 

Individual Contributions Arranged By Type, Giver, Then 
Recipient 

Contributions to Political Committees 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 

JEAN A. CARNAHAN  POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE  
01/29/2002 	1000.00 	 22020260229 

LANDRIEU,  MARY •  
VIA FRIENDS OF MARY LANDRIEU INC 

01/18/2002 	1000.00 
	

22020261558  

SHAHEEN, JEANNE  
VIA SHAHEEN FOR SENATE COMMI—E .  

01/22/2002 	1000.00 	 22020250631  

STRICKLAND, THOMAS LEE  
VIA STRICKLAND FOR COLORADO INC  

02/05/2002 	1000.00 
	

22020202840 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
GREENWICH, CT 06831 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES 

BIDEN, JOSEPH R JR 
VIA CITIZENS FOR BIDEN  

05/16/2005 	2100.00 	 25020331288  
05/16/2005 	2100.00 	 25020331288  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qind/ 	 10/26/2011 
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GREENWICH, CT 06831 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC./CHAIRMAN 

UNITE OUR STATES  
02/22/2006 	5000.00 	 26950041848  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
IR, 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC./CHAIRMAN 

KERRY, JOIIN  
VIA JOHN KERRY FOR PRESIDENT INC 

03/25/2004 	1000.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES 

ARIZONA REPUBLICAN PARTY  
11/02/2004 	1636.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10004 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES 

SALAZAR., KEN  
VIA SALAZAR FOR SENATE 

10/16/2004 	2000.00 

25971235401  

25971441857 

24021081315  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10017 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES 

LAUTENBERG, FRANK R 
VIA LAUTENBERG FOR SENATE  

09/27/2007 	2300.00 	 27020400331  

09/27/2007 	2300.00 	 27020400331.  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10017 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/CEO 

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qind/ 	 10/26/2011 
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MIKULSKI, BARBARA  
VIA MIKULSKI FOR SENATE COMMITTEE 

08/12/2009 	1000.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 

BAYH, EVAN  
VIA EVAN BAYH COMMITTEE 

03/31/2004 	-1000.00 

GOP JOINT SENATECOMMITTEE 
09/01/2008 	-2300.00 

SPECTER, ARLEN  
VIA CITIZENS FOR ARLEN SPECTER 

06/17/2010 	-2400.00 

29020330113  

24020203640 

28020542194 

10020480315  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES 

BAYII, EVAN 
VIA EVAN BAY.H COMIVIITT.E.E 

09/15/2001 	 1000.00 	 22020030614 
08/04/2003 	2000.00 	 23020382604 
08/04/2003 	2000.00 	 23020382604 
05/18/2005 	2100.00 	 25020241937  

BEREUTER, DOUGLAS K .  

VIA 13EREUTER FOR CONGRESS  
11/07/2000 	250.00 	 20036670781 

BROWNBACK, SAMUEL DALE  
VIA FRIENDS OF BROW.NBACK 

11/10/2000 	250.00 	 21020010605  

CAMPBELL, BEN ..NIGHT. HORSE  
VIA C.A. MPBELL FOR COLORADO 

05/14/2003 	2000.00 
	

23020261728  

CLE AND, JOSEPH MAXWELL  

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qind/ 	 10/26/2011 
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VIA FRIENDS OF MAX CLELAND FOR THE US SENATE INC  
02/06/2002 	1000.00 	 22020290585  

CONRAD, GAYLORD KENT  
VIA FRIENDS OF KENT CONRAD 

03/31/2005 	1000.00 

GEJDENSON, SAM  
VIA GEJDENSON REELECTION COMM —EE  

09/28/2000 
	

1000.00 

DNC SERVICES CORPORATION/DEMOCRAT I 
COMMITTEE 

09/09/1999 
	

500.00 

25020130097  

NATIONAL 

20035102446 

20036181811  

11...IEBERMAN, JOSEPH  
VIA FRIENDS Ol JOE  LIEBERMAN  

02/25/2005 
	

2000.00 
	

25020162483  

NICKLES GROUP PAC 
02/02/2001 
	

1000.00 
	

21020112789 

SCHUM.ER, CHARLES E  
VIA FRIENDS OF' SCHUMER. 

12/28/2000 	1000.00 
12/28/2000 	1000.00 
02/22/2001 	-1000.00 
02/22/2001 	1000.00 

21020041142  
21020041142  
21020150097 
21020150097 

SCHUMER, CHARLES E 
VIA SCHUMER '98 

01/15/2002 
	

1000.00 

STABENOW, DEBBIE  
VIA STABENOW FOR US SENATE 

06/30/2005 	1000.00 

WICKER, ROGER F.  
VIA FRIENDS OF ROGER WICKER 2000 

11/07/2000 	250.00 

22020562598  

25020280574  

20036601014 

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qind/ 
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BLAVATNIK,LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC 

LAZIO, RICK A 
VIA LAZIO 2000 INC 

08/31/2000 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC. 

WELDON, CURTIS W. 

500.00 

VIA WELDON VICrORY COMMITTEE 
01/02/2001 250.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC./BUSINESS 0 

HILI, PAC 
10/25/2002 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 

5000.00 

ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC./CHAIRMAN 

CALVEY~KEVIN 

VIA CALVEY FOR CONGRESS 
03/28/2006 2100.00 

FORD, HAROLD E JR 
VIA HAROLD FORD JR FOR TENNESSEE 

02/16/2006 2100.00 
02116/2006 2100.00 
11/03/2006 5000.00 

HILL PAC 
04/20/2006 

WILDES, MICHAEL 

5000.00 

VIA WILDES FOR CONGRESS 

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qind/ 
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21990365801 

22992939306 

26930072728 

26020321271 
26020321271 
27020072445 

26940158413 
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07/27/2004 	2000.00 	 24962373443  
07/27/2004 	2000.00 	 24962373443  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC./PRESIDENT 

ALL AMERICA PAC  
05/20/2005 	5000.00 	 25970855228  

LANTOS, TOM. 
VIA TOM LANTOS FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE 

03/17/2003 	2000.00 	 23990744507  
03/17/2003 	2000.00 	 23990744507 

WELDON, CUR'HS W.  
VIA WELDON VICTORY COMMITTEE 

01/02/2001 	250.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC/CHAIRMAN 

BAYH, EVAN  
VIA EVAN BAYTI COMMITTEE  

12/09/2009 	2000.00 

MENENDEZ, ROBERT  
VIA MENENDEZ FOR SENATE  

05/26/2006 	1000.00 

23990442666 

10020032707 

26020672830 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES, INC./CHAIRMAN 

BIDEN, JOSEPH R JR 
VIA BIDEN FOR PRESIDENT, INC.  

03/22/2007 	2300.00 	 27930576571  
03/22/2007 	2300.00 	 27930576571.  

BIDEN, JOSEPH RJR  
VIA CITIZENS FOR BIDEN  

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qind/ 	 10/26/2011 
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04/16/2008 	200.00 	 29020120561  
04/16/2008 	200.00 	 29020120561  

UNITE OUR. STATES  
07/29/2008 	1900.00 	 28933433553  

WILDES, CI IAEL  
VIA WILDES FOR CONGRESS  

04/07/2008 	2000.00 	 29934247518  
05/12/2010 	2000.00 	 10990838738  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/BUSINESS EXECUT 

Cl ANTON, I HLLARY RODI1AM 
VIA HILLARY CLINTON FOR PRESIDENT 

12/06/2007 	2300.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/CEO 

ADLER, 'DANIEL H  
VIA DAN .ADLER FOR CONGRESS  

07/11/2011 	2000.00 

28930331515  

11971611855  

HODES, PAUL W  
VIA HODES FOR SENATE  

09/17/2009 	2400.00 	 29020353822  
09/17/2009 	2400.00 	 29020353804 

MCC.ARTHY, C.AR.OLYN 
VIA FRIENDS OF CAROLYN MCCARTHY 

06/22/2010 	1000.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/CHAIRMAN 

ALLEN, THOMAS H 
VIA TOM ALLEN FOR SENATE  

10990870639 

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qind/ 	 10/26/2011 
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03/12/2008 	2300.00 	 28020273881  
03/12/2008 	2300.00 	 28020273848  

BISHOP, TIMOTHY  
VIA TIM BISITOP FOR CONGRESS  

07/30/2003 	1000.00 	 23992091491  
09/30/2006 	2000.00 	 26930450978  
08/20/2008 	2000.00 	 28991949337 

BLUMENTHAL, RICHARD  
VIA BLUMENTHAL FOR SENATE 

06/17/2010 	2400.00 
	

10020543430 

BROWN, SCOTT P  
VIA SCOTT BROWN FOR US SENATE COMMITTEE INC  

03/28/2011 	2500.00 	 11020214011 

CAMP, DAVID LEE  
VIA DAVE CAMP FOR CONGRESS  

05/03/2011 	2500.00 
05/03/2011 	2500.00 

CARPER, THOMAS R  
VIA CARPER FOR SENATE  

05/02/2011 	2500.00 

11931856147 
11931856148  

11020252214 

DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE  
03/22/2006 	26700.00 	 26020292214 
04/26/2007 	28500.00 	 27020170652 
02/13/2008 	28500.00 	 28020122254 
07/22/2009 	2500.00 

	
29020310268 

EMANUEL, RAHM  
VIA FRIENDS OF RAHM EM.A.NUEL 

10/26/2004 	1000.00 

GILLIBRAND, KIRSTEN ELIZABETH 
VIA GILLIBRAND FOR SENATE  

09/28/2010 	2400.00 

24981603932  

11020083786 

KIRK MARK STEVEN 

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qind/ 	 10/26/2011 
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VIA KIRK. FOR SENA' IE  
01/28/2010 	2400.00 	 10020660084 
01/28/2010 	2400.00 	 10020660084 

LEAHY, PATRICK J 
VIA LEAHY FOR U.S. SENATOR. COMMITTEE  

08/02/2009 	1200.00 	 29020363480 

LIEBERMAN, JOSEPH I 
VIA FRIENDS OF JOE LIEBERMAN 

03/26/2006 	2000.00 	 26020193048  

MALONEY, CA.R.OLYN B  
VIA MALONEY FOR CONGRESS  

02/20/2009 	2400.00 	 29933555878  

NELSON, BILL 
VIA BILL NELSON FOR U S SENATE  

05/12/2011 	2500.00 	 11020283869 

NELSON, E BENJAMIN 
VIA NELSON 2006  

12/31/2005 	1500.00 	 26020080292  

NEW JERSEY FIRST 
09/30/2007 	5000.00 	 28930118253  

PRYOR, MARK L 
VIA MARK P.RYOR FOR US SENATE  

05/10/2007 	2300.00 	 27020240031  
05/10/2007 	2300.00 	 27020240032 

SAUJAN1, RESI IMA M  
VIA RESHMA FOR CONGRESS  

12/16/2009 	2000.00 
	

10930290282 

SCHUMER, CHARLES E  
VIA FRIENDS OF SCHUMER 

12/28/2009 	2400.00 	 10020093581  
12/28/2009 	2400.00 	 10020093581.  

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qind/ 	 10/26/2011 
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SHAYS, CHRISTOPHER 
VIA CHRISTOPHER SHAYS FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE  

06/23/2008 	2300.00 	 28991465783  

SPECTER, ARLEN  
VIA CITIZENS FOR ARLEN SPECTER 

05/12/2010 	2400.00 	 10020480010 
05/12/2010 	2400.00 	 10020480010 

S WETT, KATRINA  
VIA SWETT EXPLORA" RY COMMITTEE 

06/17/2010 	2400.00 
	

10930976086 

CONTINUE 

TRY A: NEW QUERY  
RETURN TO: FEC HOME PAGE  

UDALL, MARK E  
VIA UDALL FOR COLORADO 

03/07/2008 	2300.00 28020491162 

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qind/ 	 10/26/2011 
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Presented by the Federal Election Commission 

Individual Contributions Arranged By Type, Giver, Then 
Recipient 

Contributions to Political Committees 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/CHAIRMAN 

UDALL, MARK E  
VIA UDALL FOR COLORADO  

03/07/2008 	2300.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/CHARIMAN 

LIEBERMAN, JOSEPH I  
VIA JOE LIEBERMAN FOR PRESIDENT INC  

11/24/2003 
	

2000.00 

28020491162 

24990423068  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/EXECUTIVE 

COLEMAN, NORM  
VIA COLEMAN FOR SENATE 08  

06/30/2008 	-2300.00 	 28020352906 
06/30/2008 	2300.00 	 28020352906 

COX, CHRISTOPHER HON.  
VIA CHRISTOPHER COX CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE  

01/10/2001 	250.00 	 21990375002 

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qindcont/2/(lname%7CMATCHES%7C:B.. . 10/26/2011 
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M.A.TETTE, DENISE L  
VIA DENISE MAJETTE FOR SENATE 

07/30/2002 	1000.00 

NELSON, BILL  
VIA BILL NELSON  FOR U S SENATE 

12/16/2005 	1000.00 

23990660623  

26020022506 

SCHAFFER, ROBERT W  
VIA BOB SCHAFFER  FOR US SENATE  

06/30/2008 	-2300.00 	 29020022663  
06/30/2008 	2300.00 	 29020022663  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/PRESIDENT 

LANDRIEU, MARY :L  
VIA FRIENDS OF MARY LANDRIEU INC 

11/26/2007 	2300.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/VICE PRESIDENT 

BERMAN, HOWARD L. L  
VIA BERMAN FOR CONGRESS  

12/08/2009 	2400.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10024 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC./CHAIRMAN 

ROCKEFELLER, JOHN DAVISON IV  
VIA FRIENDS OF JAY:  ROCKEFELLER 

06/08/2007 	2300.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10024 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/CHAIRMAN 

ISTOOK, ERNEST .1  

28020092369 

10930272919 

2702021 . 3283 

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qindcont/2/(lname%7CMATCHES%7C:B.. . 10/26/2011 
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VIA ISTOOK. FOR. CONGRESS  
11/26/2002 	1000.00 	 25970984925  
11/20/2003 	1000.00 	 25970985259 
11/20/2003 	1000.00 	 25970985259 
04/01/2005 	2100.00 	 25970606050 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10026 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES 

KNOWLES, TONY 
VIA TONY 'KNOWLES FOR US SENATE 

05/25/2004 	2000.00 24020583034 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10028 

D'AMATO, ALFONSE M.  
VIA FRIENDS OF SENATOR D'AMATO (.1998 COMMITTEE)  

04/08/1997 	1000.00 	 97020101265 

HINCHF,Y, MAURICE D  
VIA FRIENDS OF MAURICE HINCHEY 

04/08/1998 	-500.00 	 98033320246 
04/09/1999 	-500.00 	 99034733657  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10028 
ACCESS INDUSTRIAL 

HINCHEY, MAURICE D  
VIA FRIENDS OF MAURICE HINC EY 

01/15/1997 	500.00 
	

97032224130 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10028 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES 

BI.DEN JOSEPH R j.R 
VIA CITIZENS FOR BIDEN  

12/18/2001 	1000.00 	 22020021480 
12/18/2001 	1000.00 	 22020021.480 

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qindcont/2/(lname%7CMATCHES%7C:B.. . 10/26/2011 
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CLINTON, HILLARY RODHA.M 
VIA FRIENDS OF HILLARY 

12/31/2000 	2000.00 	 21020031319  
02/14/2001 	-1000.00 	 21020171727  
02/14/2001 	1000.00 	 210201.71727  
03/27/2004 	1000.00 	 24020242426 
03/27/2004 	1000.00 	 24020242426 

HINCHEY„ MAURICE D  
VIA FRIENDS OF MACU2ICE IIINC sY  

12/02/1997 	500.00 	 98032721613  
12/02/1997 	500.00 	 98032721613  
06/05/1998 	1000.00 	 98033320204 
02/28/2000 	1000.00 	 20035470421  
11/06/2000 	1000.00 	 20036693844 

MICHIGAN REPUBLICAN PARTY 
10/30/2004 	2783.00 

	
24981465004  

REPUBLICAN FEDERAL COMMITTEE OF PENNSYLVANIA  
11/05/2004 	1875.00 	 24981707301  

SPECTER, ARLEN  
VIA CITIZENS FOR ARLEN SPECTER 

03/24/1997 	1000.00 	 97020081327 
09/23/1998 	500.00 	 98020212582 
06/30/2004 	1000.00 	 24020460173  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10028 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC 

GILMAN, BENJAMIN A  
VIA CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR GI .,MAN .FOR CONGRESS  

12/04/1997 	1000.00 	 98032664058  
10/21/1998 	1000.00 	 98033982944 
02/28/2000 	1000.00 	 20035420013  
06/21/2000 	1000.00 	 20035734783  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qindcont/2/(lname%7CMATCHES%7C:B.. . 10/26/2011 
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NEW YORK, NY 10028 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC./PRESIDENT 

OILMAN, BENJAMIN A  
VIA CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR G 

05/14/2001 	500.00 
05/14/2001 	500.00 
05/14/2001 	1000.00 

MAN FOR CONGRESS 
21990293259  
21990293259 
21990293258  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10028 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES, INC 

D'AMATO, ALFONSE M 
VIA FRIENDS OF SENATOR D'AMA' (1998 COMMITTEE) 

06/30/1997 	1000.00 
	

97020101515 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10028 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/PRESIDENT 

HINCHEY, MAURICE D  
VIA FRIENDS OF MA.URICE HINCHEY 

10/26/2002 	1000.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10028 
CHAIRMAN 

REPUBLICAN PARTY OF IOWA  
10/25/2004 	1146.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10029 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES 

WYDEN, RONALD L  
VIA WYDEN FOR SENATE  

03/29/2004 	2000.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD 
NEW YORK, NY 10029 

22992921778 

25970781427 

24020203263  

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qindcont/2/(lname%7CMATCHES%7C:B.. . 10/26/2011 
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ACCESS INDUSTRIES/CHAIRMAN 

WYDEN, RONALD L  
VIA WYDEN FOR SENATE  

05/12/2010 	2400.00 	 10020483665  
05/12/2010 	2400.00 	 10020483665  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD MR 

FOSSELLA, VITO  
VIA COMMITTEE TO RE-ELECT V 	)SSEL A 

10/22/1997 
	

1000.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD MR 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 

BAYH, EVAN  
VIA EVAN BAYH COMMITTEE 

03/10/2010 	-2000.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD MR. 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 

BIDEN, JOSEPH R JR 
VIA BIDEN FOR PRESIDENT, INC.  

03/13/2008 	-2300.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD MR. 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES 

KELLY, SUE W 
VIA SUE KELLY FOR CONGRESS 

11/24/2002 	500.00 

97032554106 

10020193072 

28990982257 

22992897867  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD MR. 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC./CHAIRMAN 

HILL PAC  
03/30/2004 	5000.00 	 24991136623  

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qindcont/2/(lname%7CMATCHES%7C:B.. . 10/26/2011 
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ROMNEY, MITT  
VIA ROMNEY FOR PRESIDENT INC.  

06/28/2011 	2500.00 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD MR. 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/CHAIRMAN 

DODD, CHRISTOPHER J  
VIA CHRIS DODD FOR PRESIDENT INC 

11/15/2007 	2300.00 

11931907912 

28930446348 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD MR. 
NEW YORK, NY 10028 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES 

BUSH, GEORGE W  
VIA BUSH-CHENEY '04COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE INC 

10/20/2004 
	

2000.00 
	

2499134 730 

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD MR. 
NEW YORK, NY 10028 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES INC./PRESIDENT 

MCCAIN, JOHN S.  
VIA MCCAIN 2000 INC  

03/14/2000 	1000.00 	 2099010 673  

BLAVATNIK, LEONARD MR. 
NEW YORK, NY 10028 
ACCESS INDUSTRIES/CHAIRMAN 

BUSH, GEORGE W 
VIA BUSH-CHENEY '04 (PRIMARY)1INIC 

06/25/2003 	2000.00 
	

23991417494 

NEW HAMPSHIRE REPUBLICAN STATE COMMITTEE  
10/27/2004 	654.00 	 24981607477 

Total Contributions: 66908.00 

http://query.nictusa.com/cgi-bin/qindcont/2/(lname%7CMATCHES%7C:B.. . 10/26/2011 
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Blavatnik, Leonard New York, NY 10019 Access Industries

CEO

Moskowitz, Eva

Borough President (2005)

03/12/2004 $1,500.00 Monetary Contributions

St#: 5   ID: R0002143

Blavatnik, Leonard New York, NY 10028 Access Industries

Chairman/CEO

Fields, C. Virginia

Mayor (2005)

07/09/2004 $1,000.00 Monetary Contributions

St#: 5   ID: R0005699

Blavatnik, Leonard New York, NY 10019 Access Industries

CEO

Moskowitz, Eva

Borough President (2005)

02/28/2003 $2,000.00 Monetary Contributions

St#: 3   ID: R0001018

Blavatnik, Leonard New York, NY 10028 Access Industries

Chairman/CEO

Fields, C. Virginia

Mayor (2005)

11/03/2003 $2,000.00 Monetary Contributions

St#: 4   ID: R0002619

Blavatnik, Leonard New York, NY 10019 Access Industries Inc.

Chairman

Thompson, Jr., William

Comptroller (2005)

06/28/2004 $4,000.00 Monetary Contributions

St#: 5   ID: R0009186

Blavatnik, Leonard New York, NY 10028 Access Industries, Inc.

Chairman

Ferrer, Fernando

Mayor (2005)

04/04/2005 $1,000.00 Monetary Contributions

St#: 8   ID: R0015349

Name Address Employer/Occupation Candidate/Office Date Amount Type

Election cycle: (All Election Cycles)

Candidate: (All Candidates)

Contributor name: blavatnik

Contribution search

Total Records: 6     Total Amount: $11,500.00
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Lyudmila Kondrashina 
Russian Federation 
Tyumen Region 
628615 
Nizhnevartvosk 
UI. Mira 31. Corp 1, 
Flat 33 

Dear Ms Kondrashina; 

Alastair Graham 
BP Exploration 
1 S1. James's Square 
London 
SW1Y 4PD 
UK 

24th June 2004 

Lord Browne's office requested that I respond to your letter dated 1 June 
2004. We understand that Yugraneft is the subject of current litigation 
between TNK and Norex. As such, it would be inappropriate for us to 
comment on the matters raised in your letter. 

We would therefore request that you direct your inquires to TNK. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alastair Graham 
Business Unit Leader 

BP - 830 
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OT: 
. " ......... -" ... ,.,.. .. ~ .•• ~_~ .. :..,. .... .I,: .... _ ........ _ 

HCJ'1EP TEnEllJOHA : 
._ .................. _ ............... - ~.- - .. !~, .... - • ..-, 

CANADIAN INOUIRIES: 
P.O. BOX 21028, 865 -8th STREET S.W. 
DOMINION P.O., CALGARY, AlBERTA 

CANADA T2P 4H5 

~B. 11 2005 18:31 eTP! 

INQUIRIES: 
TELEPHONE (403) 531-4500 

FAX(400)2S1-4007 

PETROLEUM LIMITED 

TNK-BP 
18/2. Schlpok Street 
Moscow, Russia 115093 

Attention: Mr. Robert Dl:dley 

Dear. Mr. Dudley 

December 15, 2004 

I am writing to you as II result of the manor in which Norex Petroleum Ltd. a 
shareholder in the TN~:-BP controlled Yugraneft Corporation is being treated. As 
you may know Norex has not received an annual report on the financials 
statements or any dividends from Yugraneft Corporation since 2001. Despite the 
fact that Cooper Smith stated in a New York court that Norex had been receiving 
dividends on a regular bases. 

This month Norex was notified of a shareholders meeting to be held by Yugraneft 
on the payment of dividends for 9 months of 2004. The notification was sent to 
Norex on December 3, 2004 by Yugraneft. In order to be eligible to participate in 
this shareholders meeting Norex was required to notify Yugraneft before 
November 9, 2004. 

BP and TNK-BP have made some very promising statements on corporate 
govemance including: 

"The management of TNK-8P views good govemance as a key driver of value 
creation that is no les:; important than the operational drivers discussed above. 
Management ethics a:"ld professionalism are the foundation on which operational 
improvements are built. The five-year straB9Y envisions TNK·BP implementing 
standards of corporat(~ governance that will be not only of the highest order in the 
Russian marketplace, but over time will equal the best in the intemational arena 
where we aspire to bE: valued. Combined with the high quality of human capital 
drawn from the three heritage companies, the high governance standards will 
provide TNK-BP with ." firm foundation for continuing value creation and growth." 

Norex Petroleum Ltd . although encouraged by the BP participation in TNK h.,....._--= 

felt little of the good governance: t~at has ~een professed to be. key factor In t B'\~~~~~~'~~~'~~:~~~\T'\ 
mBnagemen! ofTN)(·3P. The diVidends flghtly dut:: to Norox since 2001 h5'4 

1 7 ,U£!{ lDil4 
n'".: 745-{9-SB (Il ... ;z.~n7) 

npHIlj;;\: (h"jlHO~ 1:i.:.!:: ...... 

REGISTERED H.O.: • P.O. £lOX 123. UMASSOll2061 CYPRUS TElEPHONE: (357-5) 3I525aD FAX (35Ni) 385174 

BP - 1104 



aT: . HOMEP TBlEIIlOHA: .. ~ 1 .. ··~_'..s.Jo .. ~·":"·--!'··· ... ·:·;....:'!.·::.·~.,.,;.. .... ~,;:~~~·~ (. 

-
/ 

never been forthcoming. Even the dividends due to Norex on the Shares that the 
Khanty Mansijsk Arbitration Court have not been able to confiscate or otherwise 
interfere with hav.! not been distributed to Norex. This is the same court that SF> 
has first hand ex~)erlence with beginning in 1999. 

Wither or not Norex is granted and receives it's dividends for 2004 will be a 
measure the goed governess and ifs effectiveness at TNK-BP. 

Regards 

Norex Petroleum Ltd. 

l!l~t 
President 
Attachmants; Share to •• ld9rs meeting notification 

BP -1105 
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT 
Thurgood Marshall U.S. Courthouse 40 Foley Square, New York, NY 10007 Telephone: 212-857-8500 

MOTION INFORMATION STATEMENT 

Docket Number(s): .."O'-'7_-...!4"""S"""S"""3-'-c=..v!.-___________________ .....::::C!:!.Iap~ti~on!!.J..:[u::::s=_e ~sh~o!.!rt...!:ti~tl=-eJI...-_______ _ 

Motion for: Stay of Issuance of Mandate 

Set forth below precise, complete statement of relief sought: 

The instant motion seeks to stay issuance of the Second 

Circuit's mandate pending resolution of a Petition for 

Certiorari that Norex Petroleum Ltd. intends to file before 

the U.S. Supreme Court. 

MOVING PARTY: Norex Petroleum Limited o Plaintiff D Defendant o Appellant/Petitioner D AppelleelRespondent 

Norex Petroleum Limited, 

Plaintiff-Appellant, 

v . 

Access Industries, Inc., et al ., 

Defendants-Appel l ees . 

OPPOSING PARTY: Access Industries, Inc., et al. 

MOVING ATTORNEY: Peter J.W. Sherwin , Esq. and Eric H. Blinderman, Esq. OPPOSING ATTORNEY: _O_w_e_n_C_._P_e_II.:...., _E_sq ...... _ _______ _ 

[name of attorney, with firm, address, phone number and e-mail] 
Proskauer Ros e LLP White & Case LLP 
11 Times Square 1155 Avenue oftbe Americas 

~N~e~w~y~o~· ~~,~NY~· ~l~OO~3~6~~~~~~~---------~N~e~w~y~. o~r~k.~NY~~10~0~3~6~~~~--~-----------
tel: (212) 969-3000 E mail : psherwin @ proskauer.com tel: (212) 819-8200 E mail: opeJl@ny.whitecase.com 

Court-Judge/Agency appealed from: Southern District of New York - The Honorable Laura Taylor Swain 

Please check appropriate boxes: 

Has movant notified opposing counsel (required by Local Rule 27.1): 
EI Yes D No (explaiu): ____________ _ 

Opposing counsel's position on motion: 

o Unopposed E10pposed 0 Don't Know 

Does opposing counsel intend to file a response: 

E1Yes DNo DOon'tKnow 

FOR EMERGENCY MOTIONS, MOTIONS FOR STAYS AND 
INJUNCTIONS PENDING APPEAL: 
Has request for relief been made below? 
Has this relief been previously sought in this Court? 

DYes DNo 
DYes 0 No 

Requested return date and explanation of emergency: _______ _ 

Is oral argument on motion requested? DYes EI No (requests for oral argument will not necessarily be granted) 

Has argument date of appeal been set? m Yes 0 No If yes, enter date:..=F....::e:..::bc::,r.;::;u.:::,ar:...Y<........:.4 .... , .:;::2-=0-=0.::..9 ___ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

SignWCftf M~:ney: I 
_.....,~~..:::....-"'~~~=:......-.------'Date: 011 ~5 1\ Has service been effected? EI Yes 0 No [Attach proof of service] 

ORDER 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT the motion is GRANTED DENIED. 

FOR THE COURT: 
CATHERINE O'HAGAN WOLFE, Clerk of Court 

Date: ------------------------------------------ By: 

Form T-I080 



UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT 
----------------------------------- x 

NOREX PETROLEUM LIMITED, 

Plaintiff-Appellant, 

- against-

ACCESS INDUSTRIES, INC., et al., 

Defendants-Appellees. : 

----------------------------------- x 

No.07-4553-cv 

AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC H. 
BLINDERMAN IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION OF PLAINTIFF
APPELLANT FOR STAY OF 
ISSUANCE OF MANDATE 

I, Eric H. Blinderman, hereby attest that the following is true and correct: 

1. I am a member of the bar of this Court and the State of New York and am 

associated with the law firm Proskauer Rose LLP, co-counsel to Plaintiff-Appellant Norex 

Petroleum Limited ("Norex") in the above-captioned action. 

2. I submit this Affidavit in support of Nor ex's "Motion of Plaintiff-Appellant for 

Stay of Issuance of Mandate." I am over twenty-one years of age and am fully competent to 

make this declaration. 

3. On January 18,2011, this Court entered an order (the "Order") denying Norex's 

Petition for Rehearing En Bane. A true and correct copy of the Order is attached hereto as 

Exhibit 1. Pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. 41(b), this Court will issue a mandate 7 days after entry of 

the Order which is January 25, 2011. 

4. Norex respectfully requests that this Court stay issuance of the mandate pending 

the U.S. Supreme Court's resolution of a Petition for Certiorari that Norex intends to file 

pursuant to Sup. Ct. R. 1 O( c) and that will seek to have the Supreme Court resolve two important 

questions of federal law raised in this matter: (a) whether RICO applies extraterritorially and (b) 

whether extraterritoriality of RICO is even implicated when defendants who are resident in the 

United States commit a pattern of racketeering in and from the United States. 



5. A stay is required to avoid potentially triggering the running of relevant "savings 

action statutes" which permit Norex to refile this matter in an alternative forum. For example, 

pursuant to N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 205(a), Norex is permitted to refile this action in New York state 

court so long as the refiling occurs within six months of the litigation's termination which may 

accrue from the date of the issuance of the mandate. See Greenblatt v. New York Sur. Co., 246 

A.D.2d 385,385 (lst Dep't 1998). 

6. Norex seeks the instant stay so that relevant savings action time limits may 

remain tolled while the U.S. Supreme Court considers Norex's Petition for Certiorari. 

7. Issuing Norex' s requested stay will not cause any prejudice to Defendants. In 

addition, issuing a stay will conserve judicial resources because it may permit Norex to refrain 

from refiling this case in another court while the U.S. Supreme Court adjudicates Norex' s 

Petition for Certiorari. 

Dated: New York, New York 
January 25,2011 

Sworn to before me this 
25th ~f January, 2011 

(p --c 
No Y Public 

5. Hj;I'iOM RADIN SMITH 
NOWry Public, State of New York 

No.02SM6118190 
Qualified in New York County 

c ommission Expires Nov. 1,2012 

Eric H. Blinderman 

, 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exhibit 1 



UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE 

SECOND CIRCUIT 

At a stated Term of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, held at the 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan United States Courthouse, 500 Pearl Street, in the City of New York, on 
the 18th day of January, two thousand eleven, 

ORDER 
Docket Number: 07-45 53-cv 

Norex Petroleum Limited, 

Plaintiff-Appellant, 

v. 

Acess Industries, Inc., Renova, Inc., Leonard Blavatnik, Victor Vekselberg, Alfa Group 
Consortium, Crown Finance Foundation, CTF Holdings, Ltd., Alfa Finance Holdings, S.A., 
Crown Luxembourg Holdings, S.A., Elliot Spitz, Tyumen Oil Company, Simon Kukes, 
Joseph Bakaleynik, LT Enterprises Limited, Sandwell Enterprises Limited, Eastmount 
Propertiest Limited, Aston-Trustees Limited, Aletar Company, Inc., Astons Trustees Limited, 
BP P.L.c., John Browne, Gilian Caine, Susan Cubbon, Robert Dudley, Simon Elmont, 
James Grassiclc, Kelland, German Khan, Alexey Kuzmitchev, Ozerla Business COIp., 
Vladimir Plouzhnikov, Robert Sheppard, Star Port LLC, 1NK-BP and Watford Limited, 

Defendants-Appellees. 

Appellant N orex Petroleum Limited filed a petition for panel rehearing, or, in the alternative, 
for rehearing en banco The panel that determined the appeal has considered the request for panel 
rehearing, and the active members of the Court have considered the request for rehearing en banco 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the petition is denied. 

For the Court: 
Catherine O'Hagan Wolfe, Clerk 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Eric H. Blinderman, hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of Nor ex 

Petroleum Limited's Motion for Stay ofIssuance of Mandate to be served on the parties listed 

below by electronic and regular mail on the 25th day of January 2011: 

Kim Koopersmith, Esq. 
AKIN, GUMP, STRAUSS, HAUER, 
&FELDLLP 
One Bryant Park 
New York, NY 10036 
Attorneys for Defendants 

Fredric S. Newman, Esq. 
HOGUET NEWMAN & REGAL, LLP 
10 East 40th Street 
New York, NY 10016 
Attorneys for Defendants 

Turner P. Smith, Esq. 
CURTIS, MALLETT-PREVOST, COLT & 
MOSLELLP 
101 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10178 
Attorneys for Defendants 

Lawrence J. Reina, Esq. 
REED SMITH LLP 
599 Lexington A venue, 28th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
Attorneys for Defendants 

Janis M. Meyer, Esq. 
DEWEY BALLANTINE LLP 
1301 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10019 
Attorneys for Defendants 

1 

Mark P. Ladner, Esq. 
MORRISON FOERSTER LLP 
1290 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10104 
Attorneys for Defendants 

John F. Cambria, Esq. 
Tiffany Buxton, Esq. 
ALSTON & BIRD LLP 
90 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 
Attorneys for Defendants 

Owen C. Pell, Esq. 
Aya Kobori, Esq. 
WHITE & CASE LLP 
1155 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10036 
Attorneys for Defendants 

Howard lC. Nicols, Esq. 
SQUIRE, SANDERS & DEMPSEY LLP 
1 095 Avenue of the Americas, 31 st Floor 
New York, NY 10036 
Attorneys for Defendants 

Scott T. Kragie, Esq. 
SQUIRE, SANDERS & DEMPSEY LLP 
1201 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W. 
Washington, DC 20044-0407 
Attorneys for Defendants 



Daryl Libow, Esq. 
Joseph Reilly Esq. 
SULLIVAN & CROMWELL LLP 
1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20006 
Attorneys for Defendants 

2 

Eric J. Grannis, Esq. 
THE LAW OFFICES OF ERICJ. GRANNl 
620 Fifth A venue 
New York, NY 10020 
Attorneys for Defendants 

Eric H. Blinderman 
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NoreX Petroleum Ltd. 

BP Pic. 
1 St. James's Square 
London, England 
SWIY 4PD 
United Kingdom 

Attn: Lord Browne ofMadingley 

Dear Lord Browne: 

Jan. 20,2005 

I write to you in connection with Yugraneft Corporation, a company currently controlled 
directly by BP's subsidiary TNK-BP. Regardless of our struggles with TNK in the past BP is 
now a 50% owner of TNK-BP. TNK-BP sates that they are the 80% owner of Yugraneft and 
that Norex Petroleum Ltd is a 20% shareholder ofYugraneft. 
Norex has tried to communicate with TNK-BP as a shareholder but to date we have been 
unable to evoke a response. (see attached correspondences) It seems that despite BP's efforts 
to positively influence the corporate governess of TNK-BP it appears to this shareholder that 
the TNK culture remains dominate in the TNK-BP organization. BP's previous experiences 
during the Konpetroleum and Chernogorneft Bankruptcies in 1999 and 2000 gave BP a first 
hand knowledge of exactly what the TNK corporate culture is like. 
Norex continues to be ignored as a shareholder in Yugraneft and has been deprived of it's 
rights as a shareholder. Norex has not received any fmancial information on it's investment 
and has not been informed in a timely manor of any shareholder meetings. In fact all meeting 
information sent out has been received only after the fact, true to TNK's norm. 
Despite the suspicious transfer pricing Yugraneft has been receiving for it's oil it appears that 
Yugraneft has remained profitable and is paying TNK-BP dividends. Norex as yet have not 
received the dividends due it as a result of it's shareholding since the armed seizure in 2001. 
It is inconceivable that an international company like BP should allow any of it's subsidiaries 
to behave in this manor at the same time that BP executives have been seconded to manager 
and oversee the company. Given all of the efforts of BP to proclaim it's self as a good 
corporate citizen of the world promoting and respecting sovereign governments, the 
environment, human rights, partners and shareholders Norex is still being deprived of its 
basic rights as BP looks on. 
We are asking you as the head of BP to look into this situation and insure that the dividends 
are distributed in a fair and transparent manor. 

Suit.: 5:;,) . 7:>4- 7'" .. \\t'. '. W. C~llg,\ry. AIl'crta . Canada. 1'21' 31'8 
Ph('I1<~ 1- 403-531-.:l5(JI) hl,{. 1-403-261-4007 

BP -1103 

~--------.--~-~-----------------~--------~---~--.-------.---------~--.----.--------~~.-----
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1 OF 1 RECORD(S)

Deed Record For NEW YORK County

Buyer Information
Original Name: KUKES, CLARA

Standardized Name: KUKES, CLARA
Original Address: 106 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH, APT 4A

NEW YORK, NY 10019
Standardized Address: 106 CENTRAL PARK S APT 4A

NEW YORK, NY 10019-1568
NEW YORK COUNTY

Seller Information
Original Name: KUKES, CLARA

KUKES, SIMON
Standardized Name: KUKES, SIMON

KUKES, CLARA
Original Address: 106 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH, APT 4A

NEW YORK, NY 10019
Standardized Address: 106 CENTRAL PARK S APT 4A

NEW YORK, NY 10019-1568
NEW YORK COUNTY

Property Information
Original Property Address: 106 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH, UNIT 4A

NEW YORK, NY 10019
Standardized Property Address: 106 CENTRAL PARK S APT 4A

NEW YORK, NY 10019-1568
NEW YORK COUNTY

Land Use: CONDOMINIUM
Data Source: B

Legal Information
Assessor's Parcel Number: 1011-4099

Recording Date: 03/08/2005
Contract Date: 02/11/2005

Document Number: 2005021601301001
Document Type: DEED

Legal Description: LOT NUMBER: 4099; BLOCK: 1011

Sales Information
Sales Price: $1,475,000

Sales Price Description: FULL AMOUNT

Important: The Public Records and commercially available data sources used on reports have errors. Data is sometimes entered
poorly, processed incorrectly and is generally not free from defect. This system should not be relied upon as definitively
accurate. Before relying on any data this system supplies, it should be independently verified. For Secretary of State
documents, the following data is for information purposes only and is not an official record. Certified copies may be obtained
from that individual state's Department of State.

Your DPPA Permissible Use is: Litigation
Your GLBA Permissible Use is: Persons with a Legal/Beneficial Interest in the Consumer

Copyright© 2011 LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Page 1
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TNK 
Bacground report 

September 1999 

Contents: 

1. Management 
2. Shareholders 
3. General performance 
4. General stucture & single units 
5. TNK principals (profiles) 
6. ALFA group & its methods 
7. ALFA group principals (profiles) 
8. Criminal situation 
9. TNK history 
10. Appendices 

Open Joint Stock Company "Tyumen Oil Company" (TNK) 

Legal address: 625000, Tyumen, Lenina St., 67 
Registration number: 62227 

1. Management 

TNK has the following system of management consisting of three tiers or 
bodies: 
- The board of directors is the body that governs the main, strategic 

directions of economic policy. Its members are elected at the session of 
the shareholders and represent the main shareholders and regional 
authorities. 

Confidential BP - 1516 



- The board of management is the body performing practical management 
of the company's operations. Its members are appointed by the board of 
directors. 
President and vice-presidents is the structure composed from the senior 
managers. They are also appointed by the board of directors. 

The board of directors: 
- Chairman - Governor of the Tyumen region Leonid Roketsky 

Members: 
President of "Access Industries" company Leonard Blavatnik, 
Director General of closed JSC "Renova" Viktor Vekselberg, 
Governor of the Ryazan region Vyacheslav Lyubimov, 
First Vice-Chairman of the Russian Federal Property Fund Vladimir Malin, 
Chairman of the Board of "Alfa-Group" consortium Mikhail Friedman, 
President of "Alfa-Eco" German Khan, 
Mayor of Nizhnevartovsk Yury Timoshkov, 
President of TNK Semyon (Simon) Kukes. 

The board of management: 
Chairman - Simon Kukes, 
Vice-Chairman - Viktor Vekselberg, 
Vice-Chairman - German Khan, 
Vice-Chairman - losif Bakaleynik. 
Member of the Board - Khakim Gumersky 
Member of the Board - Yuri Shirmankin 

President - Simon Kukes, 
First Vice-President - Viktor Vekselberg, 
First Vice-President - German Khan, 
First Vice-President - losif Bakaleynik, 
First Vice-President - Sergey Brezitsky. 

TNK was established according to the resolution of the Russian Government 
# 802 issued on 09.08.95. TNK was composed as a holding by consolidation 
of the companies performing field works, extraction, refinery of oil and sale of 
oil products in the Tyumen region and the Central economic region of Russia. 

Charter capital of TNK is 7 908 221 RUR. It was formed by a transfer of the 
affiliated companies' share blocks to the holding. 

2. Sharehoders 

At the end of February of 1999 the main shareholders of TNK were: 

- The Russian Federal Property Fund - 49,83 % stake, 
- Closed Joint Stock Company "Novy Kholding" (New Holding) - 40 % 

stake, 
- Credit Swiss First Boston - 1 0,07 % stake. 

Confidential BP -1517 



But later Credit Swiss First Boston sold its stake to New Holding, which 
controls now 50,07 % stake of TNK. 

Closed Joint Stock Company "Novy Kholding" (New Holding) 

Legal address: 119435 Moscow, Bolshoy Savvinsky pereulok, 19, 
management room 
Registration number: 66364 
Date of registration: 30.06.97 
Code OKPO: 46859288 

New Holding was established specially for participation in the investment 
tender for sale of 40 % stake in TNK. 

The initial shareholders of New Holding were LLC "Alfa-Eco" (50 %) and 
CJSC "Raznotransservise" (50 %). 

The initial shareholder of "Raznotransservise" was OJSC "Raznoimport", 
which in its turn was established by CJSC "Rial" and 162 individuals. "Rial" 
was set up by "Armitage Trading Ltd." registered at the address: 48, Old 
Balery St., Valetta, Malta. According to an alternative database the founder of 
"Rial" was "Atlanta International Ltd." registered at the same address (the 
names and address of the foreign companies are transcribed from Russian). 

LLC "Alfa-Eco" is controlled by "Crown Trade and Finance Ltd.", a Gibraltar 
registered company, (transcribed from Russian) that owns 99,9 % stake. Five 
individual shareholders - among them Mikhail Friedman and German Khan 
have the rest. 

Thus New Holding is fully controlled by the foreign companies. 

Closed JSC "Renova" 

Legal address: 115201 Moscow, Kashirsky proezd, 21 
Registration number: 40249 
Date of registration: 02.09.93 
Code OKPO: 6915137 

Russian-American Joint Venture "Renova" was established in 1990 by the 
NPO (Scientific-Production Assosiation) "Komek" and an American company 
- "Access Industries Inc" (principal - L. Blavatnik). In 1993 "Renova" was 
reregistered as a CJSC. V. Vekselberg who became Director General of 
"Renova" was one of the 4 individual shareholders of "Komvek" (25 % stake). 

In the beginning activity of "Renova" was mainly concentrated on the coal, 
iron and steel industry and first of all on the aluminum industry. "Renova" is 
one of the main shareholders of the Irkutsk Aluminum Plant, the Uralsky 
Aluminum Plant, JSC "Yuzhuralboksitruda" and "Deeside Aluminum", a British 
company. "Renova" has blocks of shares practically in all Russian aluminum 
plants and in part of the alumina (argil) enterprises. 

Confidential BP - 1518 



The Renova group includes also "Flora-Moskva" bank and CJSC FIK 
(Financial and Investment Company) "Renova-lnvest", which are controlled by 
the structures of V. Vekselberg. 

From the formal point of view "Renova" is not a shareholder of TNK. But its 
owners V. Vekselberg and L. Blavatnik still were elected to the TNK's board of 
directors by the votes of New Holding. The reason for this was that Renova 
played a very important role in securing the victory of New Holding in the 
investment tender for TNK. 

The Alfa-Group, which stood behind New Holding, and its Alfa-bank did not 
enough financial resources to participate in the investment tender for TNK. So 
it was "Renova" and "Renova-lnvest" who had to find the needed money in 
the West. They also had to create conditions for the guaranteed victory in the 
tender. The stock capital of New Holding was 86 bill. RUR. Renova 
transferred 176 bill. RUR to its account in June of 1997. Besides V. 
Vekselberg and L. Blavatnik who had long standing contacts with the senior 
management of TNK got it to work out such terms of the tender that would 
play exclusively into New Holding's hands. 

3. TNK general performance 

Although in 1998 TNK reduced oil production and extracted 19,6 million MT 
(21 million MT in 1997) still owing to successful management the company's 
operational performance significantly improved in 1998. The implementation 
.of a cost-saving program in 1998 prompted a sharp decrease in operating 
costs: the costs of extraction per 1 MT fell by 10 percent, the costs of refining 
per 1 MT - by 32 percent, sales and marketing costs - by 40 percent. Oil 
refining volume grew from 4.5 million MT in 1997 to 8.1 million MT in 1998, 
and, as a consequence, the share of refined products in the company's sales 
revenues increased from 12 percent in 1997 to 44 percent in 1998. The 
company actively competes for new refined product markets by expanding the 
network of company-owned service stations and by entering into franchising 
agreements with small independent retail operators. 

TNK features high levels of management and financial transparency. The 
company employs highly qualified specialists, some of whom have been 
educated abroad, enabling TNK to combine international experience with 
acute understanding of Russian specifics. The most important management 
functions, including financial management, sales and to some extent supplies, 
are centralized at the company level, which ensures effective and tight control 
over subsidiaries and their cash flows. The company management has a long
term strategic program involving the Samotlor Oil Field Rehabilitation Project, 
the Ryazan Refinery Modernization Project, development of a service station 
network, and other actions aimed at improving the long-term efficiency of the 
company. 

As market conditions undergo formation processes, vertical integration 
enables TNK to diminish its operational risks and to increase its operational 
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cash flow by optimizing its production facilities usage, stability of supplies and 
sales, and rationalization of payments and working capital, and by decreasing 
its consolidated tax burden, etc. At the same time, TNK's production 
capacities are well balanced by technological stages: oil refining capacity -
12 million MT - plus crude export - 7.5 million MT (1998) is close to the oil 
production volume -19.7 million MT (1998). 

The strategic importance of the oil industry for the Russian economy and for 
the general socio-political situation in the country enables major oil companies 
to expect governmental support and loyalty. In recent years, the oil industry 
has been one of the most stable in the Russian economy. Even under the 
currently unfavorable situation on the world market, the oil industry accounts 
for a large share of tax revenues to the federal and certain sub-federal and 
local budgets. The industry is a principal hard currency earner in the country 
and provides a significant portion of overall Russian exports. 

Export sales of crude oil and refined products are carried out through the 
intermediary companies «Crown Trade» and «Total» that are known to be 
reliable partners and whose contractual payments could serve as a collateral 
for the company's debt. 
At the same time, TNK's credit rating is negatively affected by the following 
factors. 

Some of TNK's subsidiaries face serious financial problems, which make the 
company's internal structure vulnerable and unstable. In 1997, a conflict arose 
between TNK and the previous management of NNG, a major subsidiary 
providing 90 percent of total TNK crude oil production. The conflict was 
resolved in early 1998, but its negative consequences still affect the 
company's credit quality. NNG was under external administration until June 
11, 1999, and shares of NNG oil service subsidiaries have been arrested. The 
Ryazan Refinery also faces some serious financial problems. 

TNK is highly dependent on its single oil field. 74 percent of its total proved 
reserves are at Samotlor oil field. This field is mature and has been producing 
since the 1960s. Therefore, there is now a downward tendency in production 
output, the reserves have been exhausted by 66 percent, and the water cut is 
93 percent, which results in higher operational costs and investment 
requirements for the company. 

The non-transparency and frequently changing nature of the Russian oil 
industry's regulatory environment is a serious risk for TNK, as well as for other 
Russian oil companies. Crude oil export from Russia is regulated by the 
Government in the form of quotas set for each oil company. The Government 
controls transportation of crude oil and, to a lesser extent, of refined products, 
because the system of oil pipelines and oil product pipelines is operated 
correspondingly by Transneft and Transnefteproduct, both government-owned 
companies. This restricts TNK's market flexibility and that of other Russian oil 
companies and generally is one of the primary reasons why a gap exists 
between domestic and world prices for crude oil and refined products. 
Furthermore, the oil industry-specific tax system is extremely non-transparent 
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and frequently changing, which is a risk for TNK's and other oil companies' 
credit standing. The economic crisis forces federal and local authorities to 
seek additional sources of budget revenues, and therefore the possibility of 
increasing tax rates is an important risk factor for all Russian oil companies. 

Notwithstanding TNK management's efforts, the costs of oil production and 
refining at the company's facilities, like at most other Russian oil companies, 
are high by world standards. This could be explained by severe climate, 
geographic remoteness of key oil fields from refineries and sales markets, 
high transportation costs, and by maturity of major oil fields. The high 
deterioration of refinery facilities, lack of secondary refining capacities and 
outdated production processes at the Ryazan Refinery all result in higher 
refining costs and a higher yield of the cheapest heavy products. The negative 
impact of these factors on cash flow of the company, as well as on its industry 
peers', is aggravated by the decline of world prices for oil and oil products 
throughout 1998. 

In order to increase the efficiency of oil extraction and oil refining operations, 
TNK is planning to launch a large-scale investment program, including the 
rehabilitation of the Samotlor oil field and the modernization of the Ryazan 
Refinery. The resulting increase in capital expenditures expected in the near 
future will decrease the company's free cash flow. As the company is planning 
to seek bank loans to finance these expenditures, a significant growth in tax 
burden is also expected. 

4. General structure of TNK 

TNK is a vertically integrated oil holding engaged in oil extraction, oil refining, 
marketing and distribution of crude oil and oil products on both domestic and 

,;,export markets. In 1997, TNK was the fifth largest Russian oil company in 
crude oil production (21 million MT) and the third largest in terms of reserves 
(1.89 billion MT). 

TNK's major subsidiaries include: 

1. Oil extraction subsidiaries: 
- Nizhnevartovskneftegas (NNG), open joint-stock company (38 % stake); 
- Tyumenneftegas, open joint-stock company (38 % stake); 
- Obneftegasgeologia, open joint-stock company (25,5 % stake). 

2. Ryazan Refinery, open joint-stock company (38 % stake). 

3. Regional marketing and distribution subsidiaries: 

- Tyumennefteproduct (38 % stake); 
- Kaluganefteproduct (38 % stake); 
- Tulanefteproduct (38 % stake); 
- Kursknefteproduct (38 % stake); 
- Ryazannefteproduct (38 % stake); 
- Karelnefteproduct (100 % stake). 
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4. Oil service companies and a R&D company: 
Konnas design bureau, 
Tyu men neftegazstroy, 
SpetsUBR drilling company. 

NNG 

Since 1995 "Nizhnevartovskneftegas" (NNG) is a part of a vertically integrated 
holding "Tumenskaya Neftyanaya Kompaniya" (TNK). 

Initially NNG was a State Production Association. Registration number - 673. 
Till 1991 NNG was the biggest oil company in the world. 
In 1991 NNG lost its status of No.1 in the oil extraction industry after one of 
the company's subdivisions, i.e. "Chernogorskoye" (NGDY), became an 
independent production enterprise. Since then oil extraction was slowly going 
down as a result of reforms in the oil industry, production decline and non
payments. So in 1994-95 NNG turned out to be the biggest debtor to the state 
budget. In 1994 the company extracted 23,1 min. tons of oil, in 1995 - 21 min. 
tons, in 1996 - only 19 min. tons. Technical maintenance of the oil extraction 
process was estimated by experts as crucial. Not once drilling process was 
stopped due to the lack of resources. Many pipelines were in terrible 
conditions, oilwells stood idle for quite long periods of time. As a result the 
company's annual oil losses were approximately 10 min. tons. 
In addition to the problems in the field NNG also faced financial ones. In 1995 
the company had difficulties in paying loan interest. The loan ($ 293,4 min.) 
had been given to NNG by Citibank in 1994. In 1995 NNG negotiated with 
Amoco about a joint project on development of an oilfield. After carrying out 
feasibility studies the Amoco's management turned NNG's proposal down due 
to the criminal situation in the region. 

NNG's privatization 

Privatization of NNG company began in 1993. It caused a number of long
lasting conflicts within the company itself and between certain powerful 
officials, managers of some oil companies and local authorities. 

As a result of privatization process in 1993 an open joint stock company 
"Nizhnevartovskneftegas" was established on the basis of NNG production 
enterprise. NNG became a sort of a holding including the following oil 
extracting companies: 
"Nizhnevartovskneft" - 32,5% 
"Samotlorneft" - 25,5,% 
"Belozerneft" - 21,9% 
"Priobneft" - 20,1 

The privatization was fulfilled in accordance with the following scheme: 38% 
of shares remained as state property, 25% of shares were handed over to the 
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collective free of charge, 10% of shares were handed over to the collective 
with a 30% discharge, the company's management could buy only 5% of 
shares. The remaining shares (22%) were to be sold in an open stock sale 
with the permission to sell 15% to foreign investors. 
The proposed privatization scheme caused an extremely negative reaction of 
NNG's management. In particular, its head V. Paly criticized the fact that 
despite innovations in the managerial structure of NNG, the Government still 
kept control over oil extraction and appointed managers of oil companies 
(parts of the holding). 

Setting up TNK 

On 09.08.95 Russian Prime-Minister Victor Chernomyrdin signed a decree for 
establishing of "Tumenskaya Neftyanaya Kompaniya" (TNK). The new 
company consisted of "Nizhnevartovskneftegas" (87%), "Tumenneftegas" 
(5%) and Ryazansky oil refinery (5%). At first TNK was supposed to be 
headed by V. Paly, but later Yury Vershinin (Director General of 
"Tumenneftegas") was appointed President of the company and V. Paly 
became Chairman of the Board of Directors. 

According to experts the following years TNK had certain problems with oil 
refining, as both NNG and "Tumenneftegas" extracted approximately 25-26 
min. tons of oil per year and production facilities of Ryazansky oil refinery 
made it possible to process only 13 min. tons annualy. 

In 1995 NNG presented a program of reconstruction of the biggest Russian 
oilfield Samotlor. The oilfield was discovered in 1965 with the annual reserve 
. of 2,6 billion tons. Industrial elaboration was started in 1969. Presently 
Samotlor's current oil reserves are estimated in the amount of 1 billion tons 
per year. 
The above mentioned program was to be fulfilled in 2010. The required 
budget was estimated as the sum of $ 8 billion. At the end of 1995 after active 
lobbying, TNK concluded an agreement for 7 years with an American bank 
"Eximbank" for a credit line in the amount of $ 295 min. The loan was 
supposed to be spent for acquisition of the equipment for the development of 
Samotlor oilfield. 

Tyumenneftegaz (TNG) 

Address: 625000, Tyumen, Lenina St., 67 
Principal: Yury Nikolaevich Vershinin (registration data). 

) 

Tyumenneftegaz is the second largest extraction subsidiary of TNK taking into 
consideration its reserves, capacity and efficiency. It was always a rather 
successful company though it did not have a very big volume of oil output -
only 1,5-2 mill. MT a year. But after a new team of managers headed by 
Simon Kukes took control over TNK and conducted an audit of TNG it 
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detected a number of cases when the former management of the company 
had abused its authority. 

For instance it established a Joint Venture Turapetroleum with Canadian 
"Black Sea" company. TNG gave away to the JV its license for exploration of 
one of the oilfields and JV extracted approximately 350-400 thousand MT a 
year. The JV used equipment belonging to TNG but did not pay for it. TNG 
never collected dividends from the JV but paid a special tax for use of subsoil 
instead of JV. Besides the former management built a cottage compound in 
the Moscow district paying for it big money. The new management had to 
work our and implement a special program in order to cut down expenses of 
TNG. 

Refineries 

Ryazan refinery 

The Ryazan refinery, placed in the Ryazan region 200 km from Moscow, has 
a strategically advantageous location for supplying oil products to the entire 
Central region of Russia. The refinery runs an oil products pipeline to Moscow 
and is connected by a pipeline with the Moscow's inner system of oil products 
distribution. 

The Ryazan refinery was constructed in 1960 and since then never had 
serious modernization. As a result it has old-fashioned equipment and 
technologies which don't provide fine refining of oil and don't allow to produce 
high-quality products. In order to improve economic and operational 
performance of the refinery the TNK management worked out program of the 
plant's reconstruction. When the modernization is completed the refinery will 
have a production capacity of 9,6 MT a year and increase extraction of clear 
oil-products by 18 %, gasoline - by 53,8 %, diesel fuel - by 4,3 %. The depth 
of refining will be 62,5 %. TNK has already invested several million USD in the 
reconstruction that began in 1998 but completion of the program will take 
additional investments. That's why TNK plans to discuss with the World Bank 
a 240 mill. USD loan for this purpose. 

Management of TNK pays serious attention to development of the filling 
stations' network. Now the holding owes or controls 550 filling stations and 
plans to increase their quantity to 1000 during the next two years. But the 
company does not have enough gasoline of its own to provide such an 
extensive network. This makes more a modernization of the Ryazan refinery 
and construction of new refining capacities even more topical. 

In 1998 TNK and the Administration of the Magadan Region agreed to 
establish a joint venture for construction of a refinery with a 1 mill. MT a year 
capacity. The refinery designed by the American company Petrofac will cost 
approximately 100 mill. USD. It is to become operational at the end of 1999 or 
early next year. The refinery will be able to satisfy all the demand for oil 
products in the Magadan Region and neighboring Northern regions, among 
them Yakytia. 
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Experts stress that in developing this project TNK conflicts with Sidanko oil 
company that traditionally supplied oil products manufactured at its Angarsky 
refinery to this region. Experts also point collision of interests between TNK 
and Lukoil company that plans to build its own refinery with capacity 1,5-2 mil. 
MT in Murmansk. One of the reasons why the Administration of the Magadan 
Region preferred co-operation with TNK instead of its traditional business 
partner Sidanko is a possibility to pay for oil products not by money but by 
gold extracted in Kolyma. TNK agreed with such way of payment because its 
main private shareholder Alfa-group has serious plans to participate in gold 
business. 

In 1998 after successful negotiations with the Bashkir government TNK also 
managed to set up together with Bashneft Oil Companny and "British Crown 
Investments Ltd." TNK-Bashneft Oil Company which received trust 
management of a controlling stake in one of Bashkortostan's oil refineries -
Ufa Oil Refinery. Former TNK President Alexander Furman was appointed 
Director General of TNK-Bashneft. As a result of this deal the Bashkir 
government attracted a crude oil supplier to its refineries and TNK had an 
opportunity to increase capacity for refining of its oil. 

Also in 1998 TNK management took a decision to merge five mini-refineries in 
Nizhnevartovsk area into a single refining complex with a capacity to produce 
365 000 MT of light ends a year. 

The Russian oilfield 

TNK has a license for exploration of The Russian oilfield that, with its 
extractive reserves of 600 mill. MT, is one of the biggest oilfields in Russia . 
. This oilfield was discovered in 1965 and was never explored because of 
.r:legative financial efficiency. The TNK management worked out plan that 
allows to perform its effective exploration. Implementation of this program, 
which among other things includes construction of a refinery specializing in 
production of arctic oils will require 1,8 bill. USD. 

Chernogorneft 

In 1999 TNK began its struggle for Sidanco and its subsidiary Chernogorneft 
that exploited the Samotlor oilfield. Both companies are undergoing the 
bankruptcy procedure. The acquisition of Chernogorneft will allow TNK to 
strengthen its position in the Samotlor oilfield that is explored also by 
Nizhnevartovskneftegaz. 

5. TNK Principals 

The present Board of Directors (see above) of seven members was elected at 
the annual TNK shareholders meeting on 25 June 1999. But at an 
extraordinary meeting in August 1999 two more members of the Board were 
elected - Yuri Timoshkov, Nizhnevartovsk mayor, and Simon Kukes, TNK 
President, bringing the strength of the Board up to nine members. Four of 
them are playing an important role in running TNK and determining its tactics 
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and strategy. They are in order of hierarchy: President Simon Kukes and 
three First Vice-Presidents: German Khan, Victor Vekselberg and losif 
Blavatnik. Their profiles follow below: 

Simon Kukes 

Simon Gregory (Semyon Grigoriyevich) Kukes, TNK President, was born 
05.12.46 into a Jewish family in Moscow. In 1970 he graduated with top 
degrees from the Moscow Chemical Technological Institute named after 
Mendeleyev. 

For some years Kukes was a scientific researcher in Russia, became PHD in 
1973. In May 1977 he emigrated to Israel on a permanent residence permit. 
The invitations for him were provided by his uncle - Yefim Naumovich 
Freinklakh(address: Jerusalem, Samkhedria Mirakhovo St., 126, apt. 9), and 
his former wife - Valentina Mikhailovna Chukova. 

He soon moved to the USA where he taught at RICE University (Houston). 
Then he was employed by Philips Petroleum (1979-1986), Amoco Oil (1986-
1993) and taught at the University of Delaware as a professor of the industrial 
consulting faculty (1993-1994). 

Presently Simon Kukes is a US citizen, passport Nos. 24461768, 24461763. 

He indicates Naperville, Illinois, as his place of residence in the USA. 

According to official records Kukes first revisited Russia in September 1994 
on an Amoco Eurasia's invitation with whom he was employed as vice
president till 1996 when he joined the Menatep financial group first as Chief of 
the Strategic Planning Department at "Rosprom" and then as First Vice
President of "Yukos Petroleum" involved in plant leasing and construction of 
service stations. 

In February 1998 he was appointed First Vice-President of "New Holding" 
standing in some time for President of TNK. On 20 February he was formally 
elected TNK President by the Board of Directors and co-opted to the TNK 
Management. 

This move fully conformed to the Alfa-group style of management that 
combined western expertise with good knowledge of Russian realities. They 
thought that in Kukes they found a technocrat and professional of the 
American mould. Kukes's conviction, he utters privately, is that only Russians 
can make good managers in Russia. His first move after joining TNK was to 
cut down the company's personnel by 20% and expenses - by 30%. 

Insiders say that in TNK Kukes has no patron or back up. Although some 
observers say he is Vekselberg's and Blavatnik's man, in fact he may be their 
choice for the job but his only friend there is losif Bakaleikin, TNK Vice
President responsible for finance. 

Although Kukes is President the real power in TNK is with German Khan, 
another Vice-President, who was one of the father-founders of the Alfa-group 
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(see below). Khan keeps a constant watch over Kukes and Bakaleikin and 
runs them on a short leash. They are afraid of Khan and their relationship with 
him is very uneasy. 

One of the reasons is that Kukes treasures his international reputation and his 
contacts in the West but he is anxious that Alfa's generally aggressive drive 
may jeopardize both. 

He retained certain ties with the US being professor of the Chemical Industry 
Department of the University of Delaware, member of the Fuel and Energy 
Editorial Board. In the USA he registered 130 patents, published 50 articles 
and co-authored a book - Oil Industry of the USA and former USSR (title 
transcribed from Russian) 

Still Kukes has some sort of inferiority complex and constantly tries to affirm 
himself. 

He is vane, has a weakness for women and enjoys "dolce vita". 

He is married to a Russian woman, has two children but no family life. 

German Khan 

German Borisovich Khan was born in 1961 in Kiev. He is one of the father
founders of the Alfa-group: He is President of "Alfa-Eko", Deputy Chairman of 
the Board and First Vice-President of TNK. 

He made to the top the hard way. After graduating from high school he 
worked for several years as a low-grade artificer at the Kiyevsky Experimental 
Plant. At the same time he continued to study at the Kiyevsky Industrial 
Training College which he graduated from in 1982. He soon entered the 
Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys which he attended as late as 1988. It 
was there that he met Mikhail Friedman another father-founder of the Alfa
group. 

In 1988-1989, at the dawn of Russian market economy, Khan gained 
business experience working in the early co-operatives - "Poisk", "Kosmos" 
and "Aleksandrina", his own company - "Firma "Khan" (1990). 

In 1990 "Alfa-Eko", essentially a commercial company, was set up where he 
was head of the wholesale and export departments. In 1995 he became 
director of the raw materials department and in 1996 - President of "Alfa
Eko". "Alfa-Eko" is, among other tliings, one of the biggest oil and sugar 
trading companies in Russia. 

Khan is also duly represented in other governing bodies of the Alfa-group. He 
is member of the Board of Directors in "Alfa-Consortium" and "Alfa-Bank". 

In 1996 he was elected member of the Board of Directors of Sidanko Oil 
Company and its subsidiary - "Sratovneftegas". 
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Khan is the real power in TNK whereas technically he is responsible for 
tactical planning and relations with regional leaders, first of all with of such 
regions where TNK has its foothold i.e. the Khanty-Mansi District and Tyumen 
and Ryazan regions, but also with the oil and gas rich Tartar, Udmurt and 
Bashkir Republics. In October 1998 his name for the first time appeared on 
the list of the most influential Russian lobbyists put together by politologists 
and published by newspapers. 

In terms of economic policy Khan favors stable, predictable taxation, product 
sharing legislation and inviting big Western banks into Russia while Russian 
banks weakened by the crisis are not able to finance oil business. 

His view of the "Sidanko" crisis: 

"Let us take the exemplary case of "Sidanko". They got a strategic partner but 
the company is falling apart. Why? Because a foreign partner cannot solve 
problems existing inside Russia. Western management is not capable of 
solving our specific tasks." 

This uttering somewhat contrasts with the fact that in October 1998 TNK 
entered into a strategic alliance the American Halliburton Energy Services to 
develop the Samotlor project. 

Sources close to TNK believe that it is Khan that maintains contacts with 
criminal groupings in Nizhnevartovsk and the Tyumen region as a whole, the 
local oil industry having been infested with criminal elements long before Alfa 
took over TNK(see below). 

Observers note Khan's unbalanced, explosive manner of behavior, a feature 
often found with criminal types. The story goes that he threatened 
Nizhnevartovsk mayor Timoshkov with a gun right in the latter's office. 

Khan practices oriental martial arts. He is founder of the Federation of 
acrobatic rock-n-roll. 

Victor Vekselberg 

Victor Feklisovich Vekselberg is First Vice-President and Deputy Chairman of 
the Management Board of TNK (1998), Chairman of the Board of Directors of 
"Renova" company(1991), Director General of "Sibirsko-Uralskaya Aluminium 
Company" (1996), Chairman of the Board of Directors of "Tyumenneftegas" 
company (1998). 
He was born in 1957 in the town of Dorogobych, the Lvov region of the 
(Western) Ukraine. In 1979 graduated with top degrees from the Moscow 
Institute of Transport Engineers and worked as a scientific researcher till 1991 
when he became Deputy Director General of the Russia-American joint 
venture "Renova" and then Chairman of the Board of Directors of JSC 
"Renova". 
Vekselberg is responsible for strategic development of TNK. He and his team 
worked out a program of restructuring the TNK's main oil producing enterprise 
- "Nizhnevartovsneftegas" (NNG), which should provide estimated 72 million 
ton of oil between 1999 and 2002 and profit of 23 million USD. 
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The situation around "Chernogorneft" and "Kondpetroleum" is derivative from 
the strategic development plans prepared by Vekselberg and his team. 
Vekselberg is married, has a son and daughter. 
His hobby is reading. He likes poetry, especially by L.Pasternak. 

Leopold Blavatnik 

Blavatnik is member of the TNK Board of Directors and President of Access 
Industries. 

His value and role in TNK is in his contacts with American business circles. 
For some time now he has been permanently staying in the USA where he 
successfully tries to get US capital to invest into TNK. In early 1999 he 
secured a big Western loan for TNK and in May 1999 - a credit line of 200 
million USD from Exim Bank to finance the reconstruction of the Ryazan 
refinery. Another credit line of 400 million USD is being negotiated with Exim 
Bank to develop the Samotlor oil field. His role was instrumental in getting 
Halliburton Energy Services to cooperate with TNK on the same oil field 
project. 

In the USA Blavatnik also lobbies TNK interests in its struggle over 
"Chernogorneft". Exim Bank - one of the biggest "Chernogorneft"'s creditors -
supported TNK's suggestion to put the oil company on sale. 

losif Abramovich Bakaleinik, First Vice President of TNK, is a Harward 
School of Business graduate (1992) and a creature of Blavatnik. He is also a 
Board member in NNG and "Priobneft". His job is to represent interests of 
"Renova" company in TNK. 

6. ALFA Group and its methods 

ALFA Financial Group is one of the most prominent players on the Russian 
business scene being in the same league as the so called "oligarchs" - major 
companies - Rosprom-Menatep, Unexim, Gazprom, Gussinsky's Most and 
Berezovsky's Logovaz groups among them. ALFA's President M. Friedman 
was among the few businessmen who were invited on several rare occasions 
to advise President Yeltsin in Kremlin on Russian business. ALFA bank is the 
corner stone of the group and is in the big league of the first 10 Russian 
banks. The take-over of Tyumen Oil company by ALFA - another big single 
asset of the group - enourmosly added to its economic might. 

Overall Alfa-group assets are valued at 3 billion USD. 

Though there is a lot of controversial information regarding the reputation of 
major Russian companies there is something that makes ALFA group 
different from its formidable competitors. First of all it has initial roots in 
commercial trading capital generated through ALFA--EKO and supplemented 
by US and Israeli investments. Most other empires were created by 
investment of government money or export of natural resources. 
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ALFA has never hidden the fact that it was directly involved in financial 
speculations and its investments had this specific origin. Its managers were 
connected to Russian bohemian elite and it was the first to sponsor fine arts 
commercially. 

ALFA was one of the first companies to develop and sell specific expertise in 
financial management, exploiting its international connections. 

ALFA was confronted with a lot of opposition when it tried to gain new ground 
in sugar trading and oil business skilfully using its government contacts. Its 
successes raised a lot of jealousy that added to its well deserved reputation 
of an aggressive and unprincipled company. 

Reported cases of ALFA-group's forceful methods in business: 

• President of an Astrakhan based company producing fish powder 
E.Poletsky was subjected to massive psychological pressure including 
round the clock surveillance, bugging of his office and home telephones. 
He also claimed that he had been already shown to an assassin. According 
to Poletsky's statement the purpose of such pressure was to bend him to 
agree not to protest a sale by ALFA to an African country of 8 ships (7 
million US) which belonged to his company but which ALFA-SANK 
obtained using forged documents and other illegal means. 

• ALFA--EKO reportedly exerted pressure on principals of 
YAROSLAVNEFTEORGSINTES oil refinery to make them agree to sign 
with the former an exclusive contract for supplying oil. With additional help 
of the Yaroslavl region Governor A.Lisitsin whom ALFA--EKO contacted 
through a member of the Federal government the contract was signed. 

• ALFA-CAPITAL used its stock in the famous ZAPSIS (West-Siberian) metal 
combine to install its administration there. Soon there appeared new 
companies there - ALFA's fronts which wedged their way between 
traditional suppliers of the plant and the plant itself. They started buying 
supplies at normal prices and reselling them to the plant at high ones. The 
extra profit obtained at the expense of ZAPSIS eventually landed on ALFA
group's accounts. A similar scheme was introduced into the sales net. 
Local authorities thought it proper to stop ALFA squeezing ZAPSIS dry and 
to protest the legality of ALFA's management of the plant and referred the 
matter to arbitration. ALFA retorted with threats. Governor Tuleyev was on 
record three weeks ago saying that the threats were so serious that the 
authorities had to assign body guards to protect Vice-Governor from 
physical danger. The local government won the court case but the entire 
matter is far from over. 

7. ALFA Group Principals 

Aleksandr FAIN 
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Fain Aleksandr Markovich - Director-General of ALFA--EKO, born in 1936, 
graduate of Moscow Institute of Chemical Engineering. 

Up to the late 80's A.Fain worked as constructor-designer and then chief 
constructor in government research institutions. In the late 80s Fain together 
with his future ALFA colleagues participated in establishment of first private 
businesses in the USSR and in 1990-1992 was the Chairman of scientific
technical co-operative ALFA-FOTO set up under the umbrella of the 
Academy of Sciences of the USSR. Fain's professional colleagues - current 
Chairman of the ALFA-group Board of Directors Mikhail Friedman and Oleg 
Kiselyev, initial Director-General of ALFA-EKO, were among the founders of 
the co-operative. The co-operative was contracted by big Russian enterprises 
for various technical designing and management jobs, among them by 
SVEMA Complex to build a photo-emulsion production line. 

Fain is a founder-shareholder in a number of companies, among them a 
Hungarian HARMA TY & Co. (together with HARMA TY ech TARMA) and a 
Czech registered ALFA-ECO (together with ALEX Ltd.). According to their 
registration data these companies are exporters of rugs and carpets to 
Central and Eastern Europe and one of the areas of ALFA-EKO business in 
the early 90s was import of carpets. Intelligence sources within the Hungarian 
criminal police believed that rugs trade was in fact a cover for drug trafficking 
and money laundering that some HARMATY and ALFA-ECO employees 
were involved in, servicing routes reaching from South-East Asia to Europe. 
Though this information surfaced later in Russia it was never officially 
confirmed and fiercely denied by ALFA-EKO management. 

Police and security agencies possess informal data that other ALFA 
principals Mikhail Friedman and Pyotr Aven in the 80's being students had 
contacts with criminal elements involved in drug sales. Police also believes 
that drug operations within ALFA-group were controlled by a member of the 
Board of Directors German Borisovich Khan who is currently Vice president of 
Tyumen Oil Company controlled by ALFA group. The scandal about ALFA
EKO alleged involvement in drugs trafficking surfaced after an incident in the 
Far-Eastern city of Khabarovsk where a group of inhabitants were poisoned 
through eating sugar. A police investigation revealed that poisoning had been 
caused by narcotic substance found in the sugar. It was furthermore 
established that containers, used to carry that particular consignment of 
sugar, just before that had been leased by A.Fain to transport goods to 
HARMATY & Co. In April 1995 officers of the Organised Crime Department of 
the Ministry of the Interior raided and searched the ALFA-EKO headquarters 
in Moscow in hope to find narcotics and/or appropriate documents but to no 
avail. 

The timing of this incident coincided with ALFA conflict with Menatep bank 
headed by Khodorkovsky and Yukos Oil company that later was overtaken by 
Menatep. This case was written off by ALFA's PR as another exercise in the 
smear campaign but still circumstantial evidence remained. 

Mikhail FRIEDMAN 
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Mikhail Maratovich Friedman - Chairman of Board of Directors, ALFA-BANK, 
born in 1964 in Lvov. Graduate of the Moscow Institute (University) of Steel 
and Alloys. 

Mikhail Friedman entered the Institute in 1981 together with his cousin Dmitri 
Lvovich Friedman, born 1965 in Balkhash district of Kazakhstan. Both were 
active members of the Komsomol (the Young Communists League) 
organisation, Students Council and informal students movement. These 
activities expanded their contacts among students and lecturers and made 
them popular personalities.. According to law enforcement sources the 
Friedman brothers were then involved in small black market operations with 
foreigners (most popular items were American cigarettes, chewing gum, 
jeans, records etc.). Allegedly they had some arrangement with the local KGB 
supervisor who helped them avoid responsibility when they were detained by 
police. Nevertheless it was in this period that they attracted attention and got 
into records of the KGB and Ministry of the Interior. Reportedly during this 
time they were informally approached by leaders of some ethnic criminal 
groups, first Daghestan and Osetin, and later Chechen. In 1985 one of the 
most aggressive Moscow criminal groups that seriously traded in drugs -
"Baumanskaya brigada" pressed Friedman in effort to exploit his contacts 
among students, young creative characters, rock-fans, punks, prostitutes etc. 
who formed the emerging drug consumer market. Development of this 
connection was unclear but later Friedman was able to escape from this 
influence. 

The Friedman brothers began their legal commercial activity when students 
by establishing at the Institute co-operatives GELIOS and ORSK engaged in 
imports and sales of computers. Mikhail was the leader and the contract
maker. To provide security of the operations he employed students and 
graduates who had been trained at the underground, at that time, Shturmin 
karate school. He was also protected by police officers who supplied him 
intelligence to avoid confrontation with the criminal world. If need be they 
would also conduct risky secret meetings with criminal leaders for him. 

In 1986-1988 upon graduating from the Institute Mikhail worked at Electrostal 
plant (Moscow region) as an engineer-constructor. 

His further business career was connected with establishing and promoting 
companies which later formed the ALFA-group consortium. From 1988 on he 
was one of the principals in ALFA-FOTO, ALFA-EKO and ALFA-CAPITAL. 
From 1991 - Chairman of the Board of Directors of ALFA-BANK, from 1996 -
Chairman of the Board of Directors of ALFA-group. 

In 1995 he was elected member of the Board of Directors of the Russian 
Public Television company - "ORT". In January 1996 he was one of the 
founders of the Jewish Congress of Russia where he is Vice-President and 
Chairman of the Culture Committee. Friedman was among bankers who 
actively supported Boris Yeltsin during the election campaign of 1996 and was 
awarded a certificate of thanks from the President. 
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Having become a prominent figure in business and political circles, Friedman 
would still use some of his old connections. When establishing co-operation 
with the Kazakhstan biggest mining holding KRAMDS he used not only his 
contacts among high ranking officials but also some of those karate-fighters -
members of the Korean community, who guarded his co-operatives in the 
80's, to build confidential relations with the holding's President V.Te, a 
Korean. 

Sources who know Mikhail well say he is a man of high efficiency, energetic to 
the point of aggressiveness, but who can control himself and hide his true 
emotions. They note his common sense, pedantry, thoroughness and 
thriftiness bordering stinginess. Still, his possessive appearance masks his 
extreme self-confidence, self-interest, meanness, unforgivingness and 
vindictiveness. His business manner is characterised through forceful 
suppression of the opponent including intimidation and demoralisation. 

Pyotr AVEN 

AVEN Pyotr Olegovich, born 1955 in Moscow, recorded as Latvian national 
because his grandfather served in the Latvian Riflemen, an elite revolutionary 
unit. Position - President of ALFA-BANK. 

Pyotr was born in a family of intellectuals, his father being an expert in 
computer technology, professor and Corresponding Member of The Russian 
Academy of Sciences. 

In 1972 Pyotr graduated from a special mathematics school where his mate 
was Yegor Gaidar, the future Prime-Minister. Aven entered the Economic 
Faculty of the Moscow State University (Gaidar also studied there) and 
defended his diploma on mathematical methods of economic analyses under 

, the supervision of the well known liberal economist Sergey Shatalin. In 1977 
he graduated from the University but stayed on to defend his PhD again with 
Gaidar at his side. 

In 1980 he won at a contest of young economists and was due to go to the 
International Institute of Applied System Analyses in Vienna. But he was 
banned from leaving the country officially by the Central Committee of the 
CPSU but in fact by the law enforcement organs. Later Aven explained it by 
the fact that he was not a member of the Communist Party. In fact he was 
considered by officials an unreliable individual through his involvement with a 
music club at the University and contacts with bohemian 'youth. 

In 1981-1988 Aven was junior and then senior researcher at the All-Union 
Research Institute of System Analyses of the Academy of Sciences (Gaidar 
was there in 1980-1985). 

In 1989-1991 Aven worked as a counsellor of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and worked on contract with the Vienna Institute (see above). This time 
permission to travel abroad was obtained with the help of Academician 
I.Makarov, a close friend of Pyotr's father. 
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In December 1991 Aven was appointed by Gaidar Chairman of the 
Committee for External Economic Affairs which carried with it a position of 
First Deputy Foreign Minister. The appointment was helped through also by 
I. Makarov. Incidentally Makarov's son Sergey introduced Aven to Otari 
Kvantrishvili, an authority in the criminal world, later shot by a sniper, and losif 
Kobzon, a singer barred from Israel and USA ostensibly for his criminal 
connections. 

Later Sergey introduced Aven to Sergey Mazharov, an owner of a small 
company in France. In 1992 when Aven was appointed Minister of External 
Economic Affairs Mazharov all of a sudden turned into a major supplier of 
foodstuffs: meat, cocoa and sugar, - to Russia. This immediate success was 
followed by Mazharov being murdered in his Paris home. 

According to former officials of the Ministry for External Economic Affairs Aven 
did not shy away from commissions and expensive gifts for assisting Russian 
and foreign companies in transacting business deals. 

In 1991-1992 Aven was investigated by law enforcement organs (FSB -state 
security) as a suspect in a large funds misappropriation case. As a result he 
was sacked in December 1992 but not prosecuted. 

Having lost his ministerial post Aven in the spring of 1993 registered his own 
consulting company FinPA (Finances of Pyotr Aven) and staffed it with two 
experts - former officials: one - of the state owned VNESH-EKONOMBANK 
(handles Russian foreign debts) and the other - of the Ministry for External 
Economic Affairs. Aven and his company worked for a while as consultants 
for LOGOVAZ holding. In the process he developed a good relationship with 
Boris Berezovsky, the owner of the company and a politically influential 
tycoon. In the same year he also represented CREDIT LlONNAES in Russia 
and, having secured it an exclusive license for operating in Russia, earned 
100 thousand USD. Owing to his role in several arms transactions he 
increased his personal wealth even more. 

In 1993 he began his co-operation with ALFA-BANK consulting it on 
operations with securities. ALFA-BANK was especially interested in exploiting 
Aven's connections in the Government and his practical designs for selling the 
USSR debts on the international markets. This led to him being appointed 
President of ALFA-BANK in October 1994. At that he exchanged 50% of the 
FinPA stock for 10% of the ALFA-BANK authorised capital stock. Experts 
believe that ALFA-BANK's rise is directly connected with Pyotr Aven. He 
himself explains the success by two reasons: 

- speculation on foreign security markets (through Stanley Morgan the bank 
operates on the New-York exchange); 

- support by powerful owners and promoters, above all by ALFA-EKO. 

Friedman and Aven differ in their approaches to doing business and 
compensate each other for that reason. The result is a typical for ALFA-group 
symbioses of intellectual effort and exploitation of government connections 
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(Aven) and use of forceful methods based both on some semi-criminal and 
law-enforcement contacts, including former police officers (Friedman. N.B. 
ALFA-group's security service staffed with former police officers is considered 
to be one the toughest). 

Connections within governmental structures and political orientation 

Election of Leonid Roketsky (Governor of the Tyumen Region) Chairman of 
the Board of Directors was the turning point in TNK's promotion on federal 
and local levels as Roketsky was actively lobbying the company's interests in 
the region. It should also be mentioned that it was Roketsky who influenced 
the decision of the Tyumen Arbitration Court to initiate TNK's external 
management. In its turn TNK may support Roketsky in the oncoming 
Governor's election and his close associate, Sergey Baburin ("The Russian 
Allnational Union") in the election to the State Duma. 

TNK's management has quite stable and long-lasting relations with A. 
Chubais (Russian Joint Stock Company "The Single Energetics Systems of 
Russia"). Chubais fostered privatization of TNK and it was his associates (A. . 
Kokh) who helped to formulate conditions for the TNK's investment tender. 
Besides, both Chubais and Vekselberg (ZAO "Renova") are well connected 
within American business circles. Bearing in mind the above facts, one cannot 
exclude the possibility of TNK to finance the election campaign of "Pravoye 
Delo" ("The Right Course") political movement. 

In 1998 TNK in the face of M. Fridman ("Alfa-Bank") actively participated in 
the establishing of "Gosneft". "Gosneft" was supposed to be established on 
the basis of "Rosneft", "Slavneft" and "ONAKO". At the end of 1998 TNK 
managed to get a big loan form a western bank. M. Fridman turned to the 
then Prime-Minister E. Primakov with the suggestion to discharge the State 
debt before the budget sphere. In return, the Government offered TNK a 
possibility to take part in the establishing of "Gosneft". The following dismissal 
of the Government slowed down realization of the project. 

TNK is represented in the Interdepartmental Commission for Financial
Economic Issues of the Oil Sector of which S. Kukes was appointed a 
member by the Federal Government on 8 August 1998. 

THK's management has established good connections with the Moscow 
Government and Yury Luzhkov personally. Presently TNK is actively 
operating on the retail oil market of Moscow and the Moscow region and 
planning to gain more than 30% of the market using production, facilities of the 
Ryasansky oil refinery. Such a stormy entry into the Moscow oil market can 
be explained by the possible financial support of Luzhkov's election campaign. 

TNK and "Alfa-bank" have strong positions in Bashkortostan (former 
Bashkiriya), which is considered a rather closed region in terms of assess to 
the local market, controlled by President Murtasa Rakhimov. 
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"Alfa-Bank" has its daughter subdivision in Bashkortostan which, together with 
"Bashcreditbank", owned by Rakhimov's family clan, is among three biggest 
banks on the territory of Bashkortostan. 

In February of 1998 TNK together with "Bashneft" established a new company 
"TNK-Bashneft". Later TNK took under control the Novo-Ufimsky oil refinery 
("Novoil"). "Novoil" is a big manufacturer of autofuel and aviafuel. Using 
"Novoil" with its production facilities of 17.6 min. tons annually, 'TNK
Bashneft" is planning to compete for the Uralo-Povolzhye oil market with such 
companies as "Uralnefteprodukt", "Lukoil" and "Sibneft". Being well-connected 
to the Bachkortostan Government TNK can get assess to the oil market of the 
South-Eastern Asia, as "Bashkreditbank" is one of the two represented Russia 
in the Association of Banks of the Asian-Pacific region. "Alfa-Bank's" 
connections may help TNK to take part in the project on supplying China with 
crude oil. 

8. Criminal situation 

Since the beginning of the 90ies a number of political and financial structures 
started struggling for oil fields in the Tyumen region with the intention to gain 
control over oil industry in the region. The Government in the situation of 
budgetary deficit exercised the practice of non-payments when it tried to buy 
raw products from oil enterprise without paying. As a result in 1993-95 the oil 
industry was in a very difficult financial situation. Most oil companies did not 
have resources not only for buying new equipment but even for paying off 
wages. Managers of oil companies attracted criminal structures to solve 
financial problems. Together they worked out a number of schemes when 
profit from oil selling was placed on personal bank accounts of companies' 
management. 

At the time it was a common practice when one half of extracted oil was sold 
through local criminal structures on favorable terms, including payment in 
cash that made it possible to payoff wages. The other half was realized 
through local town/city administration, which established its own network of 
companies of criminal background. Naturally all the operations with oil selling 
were immediately taken under control by local criminals. 

In 1993-94 NNG sold large amounts of oil through a well-known Moscow 
company - oil trader "Balkar Traiding". The company using its corrupted 
connections with the General Prosecutor Office and the Ministry of External 
Economic Relations managed to acquire unlimited rights for oil export 
operations. Its management, who V. Paly had business with, had direct links 
with organized crime and used various financial schemes to avoid tax 
payment. "Balkar Trading" also co-operated with many Russian and foreign 
companies. For example, it had a joint project with "Mobil Oil" company. 

In 1993 NNG in the face of V. Paly became a promoter of "Yugorsky" 
commercial bank, where the company later placed its currency accounts. 
"Yugorsky" in its turn became "well-known" for a number of sensational (high-
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profile) murders. At the end of 1994 V. Kuzmin, Principal of the biggest NNG's 
subdivision "Megionneftegas", was killed near his apartment. It is known that 
Kuzmin had a conflict with "Yugorsky's" President Oleg Kantor. The latter 
reportedly drew $ 3.5 min. from "Meg ion" account for his personal needs. 

In 1994 armed individuals attacked V. Frumberg, Paly's former deputy 
responsible for economic affairs. This case was also associated with 
"Yugorsky's" management, as Frumberg insisted on excluding NNG from the 
list of bank's shareholders. 

In 1995 after a conflict with representatives of "Dagestanskaya" and 
"Kazanskaya" criminal gangs Oleg Kantor was killed and the bank's Vice
President was wounded. It is known that the above gangs had some illegal 
business with the bank's management. 

Some NNG's subdivisions had direct contacts with local criminal authorities. 
The biggest one, "Nizhnevartovsneft", headed by Khakim Khasanovich 
Gumersky, close Paly's associate, was covered by well-known criminals: 
Peterman, Korpusov and Krokhmal from a so-called "Peterman's team". This 
criminal group consisted of 20 individuals, mostly former sportsmen and 
military men. The gang had well-established connections with local 
authorities. Being a leader of a criminal group, Peterman, nevertheless, 
tended to use legal methods in oil business. In July 1996 Khakim Gumersky 
was seriously wounded when an unknown armed criminal attacked him. 

17.09.1996 an unknown individual attacked Y. Vershinin (TNK's President) in 
. the elevator and wounded him with a pistol. The assassinate was never 
found. The police associated the attempt with Vershinin's work in TNK. In 
particular, they strongly suspected certain criminal structures connected with 
Ryazansky oil refinery. 

According to managers of oil companies, criminalization of this sector was 
caused by non-payments and pressure of the Government. 

One of the leaders of criminal business that Paliy was connected to was 
Vyacheslav Yakovlevich Shevchenko, a former basketball player. Shevchenko 
was the only person who Paly kept close contacts with. 

Vyacheslav Shevchenko 

Sidorchev A. (the former secretary of the City Communist Party Organization, 
born in Ufa) helped his friend Shevchenko to settle in Nizhnevartovsk. 
Shevchenko created his initial capital by shady trade and financial 
manipulations. He was known as a keen man of business. Through his 
contacts Shevchenko established connections with the leaders of criminal 
organization "Assotsiatsiya XX vek": Otari Kvantarishvili (murdered in 1994), 
losif Kobzon, Anzor Kilikishvili. In 1993 Shevchenko established the Siberian 
branch of "Assotsiatsiya XX vek" in Nizhnevartovsk and became its president. 
In the cource of time Shevchenko estranged himself from the Moscow patrons 
and by 1995 became one of the most powerful figures in the Nizhnevartovsk 
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region. At the same time he drew back from criminal business and started his 
own one. 

In December of 1994 a new company was registered in Nizhnevartovsk. The 
company, called "VENKO" (Eastern-European-Siberian Oil Company), was 
headed by Shevchenko. Among its shareholders were NNG, "Inkarobank" 
(Moscow),Khabarovsky oil refinery, Komsomolsky oil refinery, "Yuzhuralmash" 
and JSC "Obnefteservice". All VENKO's financial operations were effected 
through a specially established "Konversbank", with "XXI Century" association 
among its shareholders. VENKO received special rights to control a number 
of NNG's oilfields. 

"XXI Century" association, "Slavtek" company and the Tyumen International 
Fair were the shareholders of JSC "Obnefteservice". A certain Shkolnik, who 
previously had been a subject of interest for law enforcement organs as a 
person participating in illegal financial operations and connecting with 
organized crime, became the company's Principal. "Slavtek" company was 
also controlled by one of criminal authorities. 

XXI Century Assosiation 

The XXI Century Association was established in 1988 as an umbrella for a 
number of newly created cooperatives. The declared mission of Association 
was " the defence of interests of new private businesses". The company 
immedeately acquired a reputation of a criminal organization as it was 
involved in high level corruption schemes, protection services and use of 
criminal methods in business. 
President - Anzor Kilikashvily 
Vice President - Joseph Kobzon 
Late Vice President - Otari Kvantarishvily was an internationally well-known 
wrestler, with criminal record. He was assassinated in 1994. 
The Association invested in more than 50 companies across Russia and 
abroad. Association had a direct interest in the oil industry. It was connected 
to Tyumen and Khanty-Manci Area through Yugraneft company. It 
participated in creation of the Foundation for Support of the Peoples of the 
North "Title" with base in Khanty-Mansyisk, that was used as a front to acquire 
locally traded shares of oil companies, including Yuganskneftegaz and 
Surgutneftegaz. 
The Association served as an umbrella for hundreds of companies providing 
protection, lobbying support and financial resources. Still, its scandalous 
reputation prevented its contacts at a high governmental level. 
Kilikashvily had his office in Moscow downtown at Tverskaya st. in the 
Intourist hotel near the Red Square. He was a graduate from the Diplomatic 
Academy. 
The Association was known for its charity activities supporting arts , sport 
clubs, youth organizations, a number of political foundations and research 
centers. The Association had major interest in several banks, including 
Development Bank - XXI Century (Moscow) and the First Russian 
Independent Bank. 
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9. TNK history 

Experts noted violent competition for power in TNK practically from the 
moment of its establishment. Viktor Paly - Director General of NNG - who in 
1995 was appointed Chairman of the Board of TNK lost his position next year 
despite strong support of TNK President Yury Vershinin (Director General of 
TNG). In August 1996 Viktor Paly was replaced by the former Fuel and 
Energy Minister Yury Shafranik. In September of 1996 there was an attempt 
on Yury Vershinin's life. An Influential Russian newspaper "Izvestya" accused 
Y. Shafranik and his criminal contacts of organizing that attempt. The 
newspaper stressed that Y. Shafranik together with the Attorney of the 
Tyumen region Valery Bagin, ex-mayor of Tyumen Gennady Raikov and 
President of TNG Vladimir Malyugin was co-owner of the "Tyumensky credit" 
bank. President of this bank Sergey Atroshenko was the leader of a powerful 
organized criminal group "Desyatka". 

Yury Vershinin in his turn lost the chair of TNK President in June 1997. 
Alexander Furman was appointed instead of him. 

In July of 1997 the New Holding company representing interests of the Alfa
Group consortium won the investment tender for a 40 % stake in TNK and 
became the largest private shareholder of the company. 

Viktor Paly accused Yury Shafranik, the Chief of the Federal Department for 
Bankruptcy Petr Mostovoy and head of the State Committee of the Federal 
Property Alfred Koch of having played on the side of the Alfa-Group when 
organizing the tender in favor of this consortium. But the results of the tender 
were approved by Russian privatization authorities. Later a State Duma 
commission investigating the legality of the TNK privatization found more 
than ,20 serious or minor infractions with the sale of the 40 % stake. The 
commission found that the shares had been sold for 25 mill. USD, clearly less 
than they were worth. Besides the right to own the shares passed to the 
winner before the obligatory investment program was completed. But the 
conclusions of the commission did not have any practical results. 
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